Amendment of Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession Law

(2014, Pyi Htaung Su Hluttaw Law No. 26)

(24 June 2014)

This law is enacted by Pyi Htaung Su Hluttaw.

1. This law shall be named The Amendment of Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession Law.

2. The term “Warrant of Permission” in the law of peaceful assembly and rally shall be substituted by the term “Permission” respectively.

3. The term “Personal Data” in article (4), section (C) of Peaceful Assembly and Rally Law shall be substituted by the term “Name and Full Address”.

4. In the chapter (4) of Peaceful Assembly and Rally Law -
   a) The term “and Rejection” in the title of chapter shall be obligated.
   b) Article (5) shall be substituted as follow –
      “(5) When the police authority of respective township receives the application accordance with the criteria to get permission by a citizen or many citizens or an organization, the permission shall be released by the approval of Administrator of township general administration.”
   c) The word “or”, rejection to release permission” in article (6) shall be omitted.
   d) Article (7), section (b) and article (9) shall be terminated.
   e) Section (f) to be added to article (8), section(e) as follow –
      “(f) matter permitted to express and words permitted to speak out”

5. Article (12), section (k) of peaceful assembly and rally law shall be substituted as follow -
   “(k) If the permission is stopped since any principle from section (a) to section (j) isn’t followed, the assembly must be divided without continuing”

6. The word “term of not more than two years imprisonment” in article (17) of peaceful assembly and rally law shall be substituted by “term of not more than one-year imprisonment”.

7. The word “term if not more than one-year imprisonment” in article (18) of peaceful assembly and rally law shall be substituted by “term of not more than six months imprisonment”.

8. The word “term of not more than six months imprisonment” in article (19) of peaceful assembly and rally law shall be substituted by “term of not more than three months imprisonment”.
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